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CANCER SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones for the Full Flowering of Humanity 

 

DAY SIX – REGISTRATION AND DISTRIBUTION  

 

ʘ 
  

“CANCER – THE LIGHT WITHIN THE FORM” 

 

“I Build a Lighted House and Therein Dwell” 

 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” 

 

 

      CANCER                                                 CAPRICORN 
MEDITATION: 
 

◊ Standing in the Life and Beauty of the Cosmos …. breathing the “Breath of Life” … as the 

energy of Cancer pours through the “the Heart of the Sun”. 

 

◊  Let us Be in That space where the Great Breath is Breathing Us – giving of Itself, … life-giving 

strength … luminous Light … and Universal Love, … pouring from the Heart of God … into us – 

through the Chalice of the Crown. 

 

◊ Remembering “the Breath is the Life pouring through all the centers”, we stand in the peaceful 

presence of the Soul … and the wider Soul field, sounding a sacred OM. 

◊ With “intense spiritual aspiration”— in the Mind of Christ, we breathe in pure atoms of light, 

love and life from the higher planes of the Soul (True Soul Self) pouring through the Crown 

Center… and all the Centers … out through the feet “blessing the Earth upon which we walk”.   

◊ Of its own accord, the energy returns Home whence it came as a great fountain of circulating life 

energy.   OM 
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◊ Attuning with the Solar Angel and Angels of Cancer – Capricorn governing the 4th and 10th petals of 

the “Heart in the Head Lotus”… welcome Their Angelic Presence to guide our inner process in Joyful 

Cooperation … and Comprehension.   

OM 

† 

THE SOUL IS GROUP CONSCIOUS 

 

◊ As Souls, we stand in the lighted, loving field of 

the Soul Star Group. ◊ In one unified solar breath, 

simultaneously 'ray forth’ Soul Light, Love and 

Holy Will – Soul to Soul, to all herein gathered ... 

creating one living network of unified Soul 

vibration. ◊ In the next breath of life —whilst 

sounding the sacred WORD, as One Group Soul 

we extend love and light to the Christ standing in 

the Center … remaining open to the return flow 

from the Heart of the Christ. ◊ We sense the 

Group as a living, pulsing, beating Heart – a 

rainbow Sphere filled-full with Soul virtues, Soul 

Ray powers and Christ Love.  ◊ OM 

◊ Through these inclusive, unifying group 

alignments, with the inner Eye of the Soul, 

energy lines and light waves can be sensed (seen, felt or imagined) linking the Soul Star Group 

with Groups worldwide (inner and outer) vibrating in resonance with the "greater GROUP of 

Groups" in Whose Center stands the Christ … infused by Cosmic CHRIST, Solar and Planetary 

Energy. ◊ Let us pause to register the living Presence of the synthesized energy field—surrounded 

and augmented by three extra-planetary Lives and the Lord of the World of Shamballa (of Whom 

Christ is a humble Disciple).   

 

◊ Be affirmed in the Master’s words of the “joy of participation in the Masters' plans” knowing 

“all is well that associates you closely with Them.” 

 

† 
 

“THE WHOLE IS SEEN AS ONE” – One Humanity 

~ Sound the Great Invocation as the Soul Star Group with the Christ ~ 

∞  
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CONTINUING DISTRIBUTION, SOUL REFLECTIONS and DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

Second Day Following Cancer Full Moon—Day SIX 

 

 

Spirited, spiritual reflection calls upon the 

Soul to “Come Forth and Light the Way” in 

daily living. Let us shine forth as Bearers of 

that Light. 

† 
 

  
We continue incarnating and distributing 

Cancerian energy.  

 

Remembering the Soul is group conscious, we 

now move our awareness from the individual to 

wider group consciousness and service activity. 

 

Our focus today will be on the manifestation of 

lighted houses at all levels of humanity. 

 
◊  ◊  ◊ 

 

DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES 

 

Building Lighted Houses in Groups on All Levels 
 

“With the advent of soul light, forms become “a perfect expression of the Soul”.   (EA, 314) 

 

Today we will see ourselves as “light bearers” in the groups of which we are a part.  

 

On this second day of distribution, we will consciously and intentionally explore how we manifest 

lighted houses – lighted forms, in groups small and large in a ‘greater Light’. 

 

◊ In small groups (of two or more) it is all about love – soul relations based upon Christ love flowing 

through everyone. In intimate relationships and small serving groups, right human relations are based 

upon Christ love flowing through them. With whomever we are in relationship, our soul qualities and 

virtues must come into play – soul qualities such as humility, gentleness, kindness, deep listening, 

seeking first to understand, trust, and respecting, appreciating and honoring. ◊ Allow a situation to come 

to mind where these soul qualities or virtues are or were in play. Notice the “good” effect it has had, 
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qualifying (and justifying) it as a lighted house.  ◊ Now identify a relationship situation that is in 

need of these (or other) soul qualities to build a ‘lighted house relationship’. Do this now in your 

imagination, allowing these higher energies to flow into the relationship; sense the beneficial 

outcome.  

 

Any unhealed relationship drains the rising building energies and blocks the flow of 

love such that the channel narrows and further unfoldment is not possible, limiting 

potential for the little self and wider group field.  Healing separation – the rifts and gaps 

‘between others’ is not an option if we want to vibrate ‘with the Christ’, and ‘as a Christ.’ 

If separation exists within, it is always projected outwards. The inner ever precedes the 

outer.  Why allow the hold of a lower ego identity when more is possible? ◊ Reflect 

 

◊ Let us now consider soul-inspired serving groups.  These are also based on right human 

relations and a clear, inspiring service mission. Consider a serving group you are a part of that 

is in need of a clearer or more inspiring service mission, and/or improved “right human 

relations” where soul qualities, virtues, values and skills must come into play in greater 

measure – respect, deep listening, appreciation of the gifts each brings, conflicts resolved, 

forgiveness extended, constructive suggestions replace criticism and are welcomed and 

presumed, ... ◊ Visualize/imagine the group having such “virtues”; sense the release and 

freedom of functioning at this higher, purer, more wholesome expression of a lighted group 

house. 

 

◊ Let us now consider our local communities (neighborhoods, towns, cities) and places of 

work, worship, education (schools), places of play, etc.  Choose one – to what extent is it a 

lighted house?  How would it be made better?  As a need or vision is identified, a magnetic 

center must be created through a dynamic person or small group willing to work for its 

‘lighted house manifestation’.  A vision to right a wrong, a needed service fought for, 

something beautiful and inspiring created and implemented ... At this level, all concerned 

groups come together to manifest a lighted house under enlightened leadership.  As ‘light 

bearers’ discern what is needed to build such a lighted house, they act to manifest.   

 

◊ On the state or national level, the same principles apply, except here the “lighted house” 

relies upon the founding principles of the state or nation and serve as guides. The soul of the 

nation is called forth to serve as a guide and beacon of intelligent soul light. It is supported 

and held in the heart mind by all.  Higher soul qualities, values and principles must be 

reflected in the institutions, state or nation to build (or rebuild) the ‘lighted house’.  The 
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practice of “citizenship” through voting, supporting institutional changes for the greater good, 

addressing retrogressive forces that block the light … are ways to build a lighted house at this 

greater group level. ◊ During New Moon times (as well as Full Moon times), invoke the soul of 

your nation and hold it firm; if you know the nations “motto”, affirm it.  We shall build a 

“lighted world” when all soul nations attempt to live as souls. When Soul energies are set into 

motion at national levels through its citizenry – as Soul nations take over, nothing can stop 

them.  We are then on the way to building a ‘lighted world’.   

 

◊ At the international level, a ‘whole-world lighted house’ will be evidenced by nations 

cooperating for the sake of the earth and the well-being of all humanity.  National sovereignty 

is ceded to a body such as the United Nations for coordination and cooperation, and the 

resolution of global issues effectively build a ‘global lighted house’ good for all. ◊ Meditatively 

hold such a vision with the spiritual Elders of the Fifth Kingdom — “the Kingdom of Souls” in 

fulfillment of the Plan of God.  Remember Humanity is a world center, a chakra, in the body of 

God.  It has a destiny to fulfill and it is up to US to fulfill that destiny through lighted, loving 

intelligence and will in action.  

    

OM 

 

◊ In the virtue of our conscious participation (in the Cancer Full Moon ritual of Group Approach 

to Divinity), we are given to receive greater Soul light to incarnate. 

 “The energy of the cosmos becomes visible through human life and deeds, and that energy 

impregnates all with its divine quality.”  (Tarot: Mirror of the Soul by Gerd Ziegler).   

Consider the cosmic light of Cancer being made visible through our human life and deeds – 

consider how it is changing us (it will if we let it as we allow ourselves to be channels and make 

the necessary changes)  

– Consider then (visualize, imagine) this cosmic Light and Life flowing through all of humanity 

inspiring the building of lighted houses everywhere for the greater good.  The Plan of God is for 

Humanity to become a Lighted House – “The Whole is Seen As One” – Imagine This!  We are 

participants in this Plan. We are … 

~ The Light Within the Form ~ 

ʘ 
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